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First Phase of Digitization of IP Dossiers

- From started until 2013, DIP did not scanned any documents

- From year 2014, WIPO support on digitization project to scan all 
the documents, at that time it around 6months to scan all the 
documents.

-Total of trademark documents to be scanned =1,436,702pages

-Total of patent documents to be scanned 80,700 Pages



Remaining issue after Phase 1

- Some document lost 

- Some broken document

- The DIP’s itself improper workflow of scanning documents 

. Front File

. Office Document

. User Document

Second Phase of digitization project

- The Second Phase is not about to scan all the documents but this 
time is to scan only the missing documents.

- By using WIPOPublish EDMS, the number of document not yet 
scanned can see approximately like below:



Second Phase of digitization 
project (cont.)

- The total number of documents 
already scanned (513,564)

- The total number of documents 
require scanning is (51,078), with 
this number there are some 
documents which is having 
problem mostly from Madrid so 
the most probably amount is 
(34,498) around (6.7%) need to 
do digitization.

So, I can say that the first phase 
project was successfully.
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Second Phase of digitization project (cont.)

- DIP believed that the second project can fix all the remaining 
documents not scanned yet, if the project granted.

- DIP is recently implemented the e-sign for all 
objections/notifications for trademark bureau.

- DIP, fully implemented paperless document for Madrid bureau, it 
meant that all the document issued by DIP was digitally sign, 
included the second action. Only the certificate which is require 
physical signature.

- DIP trying to see the possibility of implement e-sign for all the 
document very soon.



How DIP manage the archive room

• How about every one manage your archive room?





Lesson Learned

Madrid Notification



The Incoming notification from IB
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- DIP automatically scheduled it to 

1-download, 

2-upload and 

3-process weekly on every Thursday.

- There is a utilities to upload the un-success 
upload pdf by using Madrid Module, so DIP 
frequently run that utility to make sure all the 
incoming notifications come with PDF.



The notification OO mostly send to IB
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1. MF3A          Total Provisional Refusal of Protection (Rule 17(1))

2. MF3B Partial Provisional Refusal of Protection (Rule 17(1)) 

3. MF4 Statement of Total Grant of Protection (Rule 18ter(1))

4. MF5 Statement of Total or Partial Grant of Protection Following 

a Provisional Refusal (Rule 18ter(2))

5. MF6 Confirmation of Total Provisional Refusal (Rule 18ter(3))

https://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/contracting_parties/model_forms.html



IPAS template need to be prepared
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For the XML form technical team will prepare for the office.



Things need to be done for using XML notification
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• IPAS version 3.6.1c (WIPO will provide)

• Madrid Module version 3.6.1c (WIPO will provide)

• IPAS Manager 3.6.1c (WIPO will provide)

• IPAS Design 3.6.1c (WIPO will provide)

• Create new office workflow to support this feature (WIPO will provide)

• Private FTP to send to IB (WIPO will provide)

• Prepare the Word template to make its contents same as XML template

• Testing every forms which and sending to IB for checking before deploy in Production



New workflow to support XML Notification

13Japan Patent Office



Generated Notification
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MS-Word Template of Notification
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XML Generated
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XML zip package content XML and LOGO
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Action noted of the uploading to FTP succeed or failed
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This is to show that we use the 
Madrid module upload to send
to IB. This process in prod. will 
be schedule.
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Challenges
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• New form need support from expert, DIP can not do it own

• Some delay after sending from IPAS (need to monitor, some 

case stuck need manual intervention)

• Some delay for processing in IB, (sometime it need a week, to see 

the notification on Madrid Monitor), this case still need time to investigate.

• Sometime the automatic download, upload and process is not work working, 

so DIP need to manual intervention only on (process) step.



National Route Notification
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